
The Friends of Liberty State Park 
Sam Pesin, statement for June 13 meeting on the 9/11 Memorial design at 
LSP, with Commissioner Jackson, victims families, people from Governor's 
office and other state officials 

  
As president of the Friends and the son of Morris Pesin, the father of LSP, I thank you very 
much Commissioner Lisa Jackson for arranging this meeting on the emotional issue of the design 
and the democratic process. I know I’m speaking for all park users in saying that we have the 
feelings of victims families very close to our heart. Were all here because we want a design that, 
for centuries to come, honors victims lives, but doesn’t have a negative impact on the sacred 
views from LSP. The Friends love the park, we love our country, we love democracy,and we 
hate the evil do-ers who attacked our democracy. We agree with Mayor Guliani, who said at 
Saturdays unveiling of the 6 foot high bronze wall on NYs Firehouse # 10, that the time for 
remembering 9/11 never will pass. 
LSP turning 30 years old tomorrow was NJs Bicentennial gift to America. The park is sacred 
public land because it is next to Lady Liberty and Ellis Island, and was made more sacred 
because of the parks role on 9/11 and at the Victims Assistance Center. For 29 years, citizens 
have worked to protect the park against inappropriate plans. We are responsible citizens 
respectfully requesting a public meeting. Many people are shocked, upset, and mad, and see the 
design as so harmful and wrong. We want to work together with you all to forge a modification 
that will have a public consensus. 
We are all caught in the middle because Governor McGreevey set up an undemocratic process 
that had zero public meetings. The Friends had assumed that the Design Jury would choose 6 
finalist designs that would not block sacred and powerful views. We had felt that the victims 
families choosing one of the finalist designs was right, and we wouldnt be calling for public 
meetings for any design that didnt block the sacred views. 
Park users and the general public have the spiritual need and the American right to have a 
dignified public meeting on this public Memorial in this public park behind Lady Liberty. 
State Senator State Bernard Kenny, Jr. stated "in and of itself, the vista of lower Manhattan is a 
national shrine. This design robs present and future generations of this national shrine, of the 
meaningful view of the skyline.  The design also cuts off the view of the Hudson River that was 
so essential on Sept. 11th. 
Its not too late. We feel we owe it to visitors from NJ, our nation and world, to discuss design 
modifications that will lead to public approval and consensus. We ask that victims families, with 
all the pain that you have, to please support public input with patience and openness, based on 
your respect for democracy, so that a design solution can be found that doesnt block the 
national shrine of the skyline view. 

 
 


